The Analytical Chemistry Department uses a system of job cards to control and monitor the work though the organization. In the past, many different systems have been developed to allow each laboratory to monitor their individual work and report data. Unfortunately, these systems were separate and unique which caused difficulty in ascertaining any overall picture of the Department's workload.
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Introduction
The Analytical Chemistry Department utilizes a Job Card System for tracking work within the organization. The original system was completely paper based and involved extensive filing and maintenance. With the availablity of desktop computers and small laboratory networks, individual laboratories worked to modify this paper system to better meet their individual needs. This resulted in many different and unique systems based upon the way each laboratory worked.
One of the major problems with the paper system was that often the services from several laboratories were needed to obtain a complete set of results for a customer. This led to the need to create several job cards (one for each laboratory) which had to be combined to give the customer the information he desired. This distribution of work resulted in: excessive and redundant paperwork, difficulty in keeping related work correlated, and inconsistent approvals of the work being performed. Furthermore, management suffered greatly with the difficulty in: understanding their department's workload, retrieving information about samples and case number charging, and the bulky process of archiving large volumes of paper records. Clearly, one consistant system was needed to address these issues.
In 1995, the Sandia Intranet became a popular tool for providing information to all employees, and applications for this new tool were beginning to be developed. The Intranet has the ability to be accessable across Sandia from any desktop computer running a web browser such as Netscape or Microsoft's Internet Explorer. Unfortunately, robust tools for dynamically working with the intranet and HyperText Markup Language (HTML) code were not readily available and were cumbersome.
In order to take advantage of the Sandia Intranet, it was decided to develop a web-based Job Card System. Webco was contacted to develop this "proof of concept" system in late 1995. The original system was developed to track the work through the department, providing minimal information about the work. Initial acceptance of this system and the forseeable utility of a fully implemented system, lead to the development of the current Job Card System.
In an effort to have a system that was robust, flexible, expandible, and easy to maintain and use, several Web tools were reviewed. A number of needs were immediately identified: the system must be able to e-mail information to alert contacts, managers, and customers of the status of the work, the database must be able to accept file attachments which will become part of the job card, and the system must be compatible with current databases (Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) compatibility). Only Lotus Notes/Domino software met all of these requirements.
Users Guide
The users guide is intended to help the user understand what he needs to know to perform his job using the Job Card System. It describes the individuals who take part in using the job card, the parts of the job card, the laboratory document, how to create and edit these documents, and how to approve them. A guide for the administration of the job card system is presented later in this manuscript to assist those needing more detailed information on maintaining the system. It is not expected that the general user will need this detailed information but it has been consolidated into this document should the need arise.
The Users of the Job Card -Roles and Responsibilities
There are several important roles to understand with the new Job Card System. These are: the customer, the contact, the analyst, the manager, and the system administrator. While several of these may be the same person, an understanding of what each does is important.
The customer is the most obvious. He is the one who has the problem to solve. He is also the one who will provide the funding, via a case number, with which the work can be accomplished.
The contact is the person who will interface with the customer to make sure that his problem is solved and with the best answer. The contact is responsible for: entering the job card, creating the laboratory documents (a.k.a. lab docs), distributing the work to the analysts, collating the completed work, tracking and reviewing the work, updating the customer on the status, and distributing the completed job card to the customer. The contact is the key player in satisfying the customer and making sure that the right work is being performed to accurately address the problem and providing preliminary approval of the results.
The analyst is the person who performs the work required to address the customer's problem. Sometimes only part of the problem will be addressed by the results of the analyst. This is why the contact is so important. The analyst should address any concerns about the work to the contact for clarification or, if need be, with the customer. However, it is expected that the contact will have a clear understanding of the problem such that he will be able to address any concerns, answer analysts questions, and review the data for accuracy and validity. Following the completion of the assigned work, the analyst will fill in the results on the lab doc.
The manager is responsible for the final approval of all of the work performed for the customer. Following a review by the contact, the manager will interface with the contact on questions concerning the work. Since the manager is responsible for the overall performance of his department, his approval indicates acceptability of the work.
Finally, the system administrator is responsible for the overall functioning of the Job Card System. While he is not responsible for the content of the job cards, he assures that the system is operational, that appropriate access is given as needed, and that problems with the system are resolved. Figure 1 shows how a job card is created and flows through the laboratory. The different roles are apparent in this diagram, which should clarify the entire process. Exceptions to this flow occur when additional work is required to satisfy the customer or clarify questionable results prior to the issuance of the final, approved job card. The Parts of the Job Card
The original paper job card had several sections: a header, safety information, sample description and history, the work requested, results/data, and management approval. However, on many samples, several laboratories were required to perform specific but different work on a sample. Given this, major sections of the job card would need to be repeated for each lab while different work instructions were needed.
The New Job Card
To resolve the problem of several laboratories using the same job card, and combining the work and results into a unified report format for the customer, the sections of the paper job card were divided into those that were general to all laboratories and those that were specific to individual laboratories. The general sections, now referred to as the "job card" contain:
The header, safety information, sample description/history and approvals. It was also known that the production customers required specific items in a sample description which were not needed by other customers. This necessitated two types of job cards; "incoming" and "narrative". The "incoming" job card has a sample description that contains lot number and vendor information. It also causes the lab doc (described below) to use a line-item format for analysis, expecting sequence or specification numbers for each analytical requirement. The "narrative" job card provides a free-form space which allows for a lengthy description of the sample. This also spawns a free-form lab doc. A combination of these two is offered with the option of "both" when selecting the job card type.
The Lab Doc
The concept of a lab doc (short for laboratory document) was invented to allow a single job card to be distributed among several labs, giving unique instructions to each. This document gives work instructions to a single laboratory and is assigned to a single analyst. Along with the instructions, space is provided for the results, a completed date, and hours worked. This allows laboratories that complete the work to close out their part, while other labs can still be working. It further permits the analysts to see exactly what work they need to do and helps them prioritize it by date due. 
The Main Menu
The main menu (Figure 4 ) of the Job Card System is used primarily for access control to the system. Analysts, contacts, and administrators are given usernames and passwords to allow them to modify the system. All others (customers) may enter the system to view only select jobs. Analysts, contacts and administrators log on to the system by pressing the "Login to JC System" link. This brings up the login screen ( Figure 5 ). Customers may enter the system as an anonymous user by pressing on the spinning "enter" link. While the customer will be able to view certain job cards, they will not be allowed to add or modify them. Attempting to do so will bring up the login screen to authenticate the user as an analyst, contact, or administrator. 
Creating a New Job Card and Lab Doc
Once in the system, the user is presented with a view of their current laboratory documents ( Figure 6 ) that are requiring work. Job cards may be created, viewed, and approved from this screen.
New job cards are created by clicking on the "Create New Job Card" link from any of these job card views or by copying an already existing job card (See Copying a Job Card later in this section). After clicking on the "Create New Job Card" link, the user will be sent to a form where they must select a prefix, and the type of job card to be created ( Figure 7 ). The types of job cards that can be created can be described as follows:
Incoming -this applies to WR (War Reserve) work where specific tabulated tests are being requested. The tabulation (often referred to as a sequence number) is provided, along with the pass/fail criteria. The description on this job card consists of a short, free-form line of text, a Sandia Lot number, a Sandia Purchase Order number, the manufacturer's name and the manufacturer's lot number.
Narrative -this applies to standard laboratory work, where large, free-flow boxes are provided for the sample description and history, work requested, and results. The narrative boxes permit an unlimited length of text to be entered.
Both -this is a hybrid job card where the specific sample and testing information provided on the "Incoming" job card is combined with the large, free-flow boxes of the "Narrative" job card.
Once the selection of the job card type and prefix have been made, clicking the "Create New Job Card" button creates the next job card in the sequence. Job card numbers are a combination of: the prefix, fiscal year, and sequential number.
ie. LAB98010 -would be the 10th job card in FY98 for the prefix "LAB" Each prefix is assigned it's own numbering system and is typically used to designate the laboratory into which the work arrived (not necessarily where it will end up).
The Job Card Form
Once the job card number has been generated, the next step is to fill out the remainder of the job card. This is accomplished by tabbing and clicking through the job card form (Figure 8 ) and filling in the blank spaces. "Contacts" and "Customers" are selected from pull down menus which are maintained by the system administrator. Should the correct name not appear on the menu, another may be temporarily substituted until the name has been added to the menu (see System Administration Section). When the job card has been filled out (excluding the "Work Requested" and "Results"), click on the "Submit" button at the bottom of the screen. This will take the user to the "Add Lab Doc" screen.
Adding a Lab Doc
When entering a lab doc (Figure 9 ), the user will be allowed to select which instrument or technique will be used to analyze the sample. A pull down menu is used for this, and the type of lab doc is displayed for the user's convenience. Once the correct technique has been selected, click on the "Create New Lab Doc" button to create the document where the work requests and results will reside. 
The Lab Doc Form
This form is similar to the job card form in that the user tabs and clicks through the fields and enters the information in the spaces provided ( Figure 10 ). The analyst assigned the work is selected from the pull down menu (note: this is the same menu as the contact menu on the job card form). In this way, one person is responsible for each specific piece of work. When the lab doc has been filled out (ie. the analyst and work requested) clicking on the "Submit and Return to Job Card" button brings the user back to the job card and incorporates the lab doc information into the job card. At this time, the job card is complete and the user may select "home" from the Navigator (Not the Netscape "Home" button) to return to the main job card view (See Figure 8) .
NOTE:
The Navigator is the gray bar at the top and bottom of the job card that has big, blue, circular "Back" button either above or to the left side of the bar. The Navigator also contains buttons for "Home", "Search", "Edit", "Print", "My Lab Docs", "Add Lab Doc", "Add Attachment" and "New Copy".
If work is to be performed in several labs or by several individuals, additional lab docs can be added to a single job card. This is done by pressing the "Add Lab Doc" button on the Navigator and following the procedure just outlined. These additional lab docs will also roll up to the job card to provide a consolidated view of the work to be done and the results.
Completing a Job Card
Once the work on a specific lab doc has been completed, the results are entered on the lab doc. This can be done by selecting the lab doc from the view menu and pressing the "Edit" button on the Navigator. The analyst should enter the date completed, hours charged, and the results. Clicking on "Submit and Return to Job Card" will save the modified lab doc.
If this is the last lab doc on a job card to be completed, then the system will consider the job card complete. The completed date is pulled from this lab doc, the hours are totaled, and the Contact will be e-mailed a message to review the job card. This begins the Review and Approval workflow in the Job Card System.
Copying a Job Card
When a sample to be tested is nearly the same as a sample already in the system, and the same tests are required, the job card already in the system can be copied. This is done by using the "New Copy" button on the Navigator while viewing the job card to be copied. This will create an exact duplicate of the job card with a new number. The new job card and lab docs must be edited and submitted in order to make them active and not a draft. In this way, some of the information can be changed during the edit process and corrections and additions can be made. This edit process also forces a review of the work by the Contact to assure that the correct work will be performed.
Remember, draft job cards and lab docs are deleted nightly so it is necessary to edit and submit the new copy of the job card and lab doc.
Attaching a File to a Job Card
Files can be attached to a job card to store raw data, spectra, reports, spreadsheets, etc. When viewing a job card, the user can attach a file by clicking on "Add Attachment" from the job card navigator (Figure 8 ) or the lab doc navigator (Figure 10 ). This will bring up the attachment form (Figure 11 ). This form requires that the user know the exact name of the file, including the directory path. A "Browse" button is supplied that will allow the user to browse their hard drive for the file they wish to attach. This will bring up a computer specific browser permitting the user to move from disk to disk and directory to directory to find the file.
Once the file has been selected, the user should enter a description of the file in the space provided and click on the "Attach File and Return to Job Card" button. (Note: If you are in the middle of entering data into a lab doc and you select "Add Attachment", the data you were entering will NOT be saved. The only way to save lab doc data is to "Submit" it PRIOR TO moving to another form or view.)
Reviewing and Approving Job Cards
Once all of the lab doc's have been completed, the Contact is instructed via e-mail to Review and Approve the work prior to management approval. This provides an initial check on the data by knowledgable staff to assure the validity of the data or request additional tests. The Review and Approvals view (Figure 12 ) shows only those job cards which are ready for review by a person currently logged on to the system. Once the contact approves the job card, e-mail is generated to inform the manager that the job card is ready for his approval. The job card will no longer appear on the contact's Review and Approval list. When the manager is ready to approve the job card, the same view is presented to the manager. Following management approval, e-mail is sent back to the contact stating that the job card has been approved. For cases where the job card prefix begins with "WR", the customer is e-mailed about the approval of the job card at the same time as the contact. This lets the WR customer know that the sample and results are ready to be picked up from the designated storage area.
Other Views of Job Cards and Lab Docs
Job card and lab doc summaries may be sorted and viewed in a number of different ways as can be seen on the main view ( Figure 6 ). Job cards views are "By Contact", "By Job Card #", "By Program Name", "By Customer", "Recent", "Public", "Completed" "My Drafts" and "My Job Cards". lab doc views are "By Analyst" and "My Lab Docs". Brief descriptions of these views are as follows:
By Contact -lists job cards currently being analyzed by the contact who is responsible for the job card. Individual job cards are listed under the contact along with the program, part name, customer, and data promised. Individual lab docs are listed under the job card.
By Job Card # -lists job cards currently being analyzed by the job card number, in order.
Along with the job card number is listed the part name, program, customer, and date promised. Individual lab docs are listed under the job card. If the part name, program, etc.
were not entered on a job card then these fields will be blank in the view.
Collapse -collapses all of the information in the view to the first columns heading. This allows for individual expansion of the jobs and reduces the number of pages that the views require.
One feature of the views is called a twistie (the blue triangle next to item in the first column). Clicking on a twistie will expand or collapse the information, depending on the direction the twistie rotates. If the twistie is rotated up (points to the right), then the information is collapsed, and if the twistie is rotated down (points down), then the information is expanded. In this way, most of the information can be collapsed, while the important job can be expanded individually.
Using Search to Find Information
One major problem with the paper job cards was the inability to quickly and easily find information across many such cards. This can now be accomplished by the last predefined feature on the views menu called "Search". It is used to create a subset of job cards, selected from that view, that meet the search criteria. Clicking on "Search" brings up the following form ( Figure 14) . To use search, simply fill in the information you wish to search for and press the "Search" button. The results will be listed in the same manner as the view that was being searched.
It is important to understand that search only operates on the jobs within the view that is being searched. For example, to search for a specific case number being used on ANY job card, it would be important to search the "Completed" view, the "by Job Card #" view, and the "Recent" view. Searching just the "Completed" view would ONLY give results from the job cards that were completed at least 2 weeks ago.
Search is also very specific. To search for a case number, all 10 digits must be used (as it considers the case number a "word". As with most searches, parts of a word do not count!
Job Card System Administration
The Job Card system is administered using a Lotus Notes client attached to the Domino Server. The client permits the administrator to see "hidden" views that are not visible from network browsers. These views include: Administration, Approvals-Lookup, Icons, and Job Card Lookup. All of these views are used to manage and/or display information, and the Administration form changes the way the system operates.
A Paradigm Shift
A shift in the way database applications are developed and used was required in order to implement the new system. After installing the Domino server and a Notes client, it was apparent that this program would serve as the database as well as the "Web Engine" needed to place the system on the internal Web. A brief discussion of how Lotus Notes functions will provide a better understanding of this.
The first difference between modern database systems and Lotus Notes is the lack of a screen driven system. Most databases guide the user through the activities that need to be performed via a sequence of "screens" or "forms". In Notes, the user is presented with a preselected view of the contents of the database and a few choices to add to or modify the database. These choices lead directly to the database itself. While it is possible to provide a "front end" interface for the user (called a Navigator), in Notes, it is unnecessary.
Modern database systems use "tables" to store data which is collected from the user. To provide a nice interface, one or several "forms" are developed to guide the user through the data entry and modification process. These "forms" are basically empty, organized fields which are filled with data from the "tables" of the database. Lotus Notes uses "forms" as well, but these "forms" are serve as both the data entry medium and the data storage medium (or table) . In Notes, the developer does not need to create a storage area for the data, it is the form.
Another conceptual difference lies in the displaying of the data. Modern database systems use "reports" to provide the user with the data they request. These reports are created to provide a pretty picture of the requested data. In Notes, tabular data is provided in what is termed a "view" which is a picture of selected data contained in the forms. Looking at individual data sets is accomplished by displaying the "form" to the user. This is the same form that is used to collect and modify the data in the database.
With these concepts in mind, it should come as no surprise that in order to interface Notes with an ODBC compatible database, one must design "forms" in Notes for data input/modification and "views" to display the data. By doing so, one has created a Notes database. This lead to the abandonment of using Notes as just a "Web Engine" and using it as the database as well.
Job Card System Security
Security is a must with any database, and especially when working with the Internet. The Job Card System uses a "username" and "password" to authenticate users to the system ( Figure  15 ) and allow them to add or modify the data within the system. New users (contacts and analysts) are added using a Lotus Notes client and must be placed in the server Address Book in the proper places to utilize the system. It is the job of the system administrator to see to it that the users are entered properly and the logins function as required. Anonymous access is available by pressing the rotating "enter" button on the main browser menu. Anonymous users have "read" access only to job cards beginning with "WR". Other jobs are hidden from these users and they are not able to modify any of the data. If an anonymous user attempts to add or modify the data in the database, he will be asked for a "username" and "password". A system error will result if these are not provided or are improper.
Access control is specified in the database "access control" section. To get to this section, highlight the database in the Notes Client and press "File", "Database", then "Access Control". A list will appear showing all of the people, servers, and groups that have access to the database and at what levels. Along with this access are the "roles" that these users are allowed to have. "Roles" for the Job Card System are "Anonymous", "Analyst", "Contact", "Customer", and "Manager". The only people who should have the "Anonymous" role are the "default" users. Analysts and Contacts should have the roles "Analyst", "Contact" and "Customer". The customers should have the role "Customer". The system administrator should have the roles "Analyst", "Contact", "Customer", and "Manager".
Administration View and Form
From Lotus Notes, the administration view is seen to contain a single form called "Administration". This form contains information on job card prefixes, the last job card number for each prefix, the filename of the address book, the name of the manager, the current fiscal year, the name of the group for customers and contacts, and a list of suffixes. In order to administer the Job Card System this document must be edited to add the correct information based upon the organization. Names and groups are taken from the system Address Book, so new people and groups must be added prior to making changes to this form.
To get to this view, the administrator should click on the "Administration" icon (looks like a magnifying glass) or name on the views side (left side) of the Notes Folders and Views in Figure 16 . This will present the exact screen as shown in Figure 16 In the Notes client, the administrator uses the same "point and click" methods to access all documents, views, and databases. When the fiscal year changes, the administrator needs to change the fiscal year and reset the job card number (counter) to "000". This will make the next job card number "001".
Approvals Look-up View
This view (Figure 18 ) displays a copy of the job cards that are in the process of being reviewed and approved. Some of these job cards are outdated duplicates and some are "deleted" but are still in this section. Deleting these does not cause the actual job card to be deleted, but it can effect the "Review and Approval" on the Web side. 
Cleaning up the Review and Approvals View
To determine whether a job card/lab doc in this section should be deleted, a view of the "Properties" and "Fields" is necessary (Figure 19 ). The properties are opened by using the "File", "Database", "Properties" menu or by clicking on the "Properties" icon on the upper left side of the icon menu in the Notes client. The job card field "kind" will describe the card as "incoming", "narrative", "both", or "deleted". Those job cards that are of the "deleted" variety can be marked for deletion without any effect on either system (in fact, this cleans up the Web-based side).
"Deleted" job cards should be automatically removed by an agent that runs late at night, however, sometimes this agent doesn't work. This is why, at times, "Deleted" job cards remain on the "Review and Approval" view in Notes.
Job cards without a "Manager" field are awaiting approval by the contact. It is important to check the "ContactLogin" field to make sure that it is not blank. If it is, the system will not be able to identify the contact and the the job card cannot be approved. It can therefore be deleted.
Extra copies of job cards can also be in the awaiting approval state. This happens when a lab doc attached to a job card has been edited after it starts the review cycle. This causes the contact to have 2 job cards to approve (one prior to the edit and one after the edit). Only the last one contains the correct information. The first of these is therefore obsolete and, although it doesn't effect the system, should be eliminated as it no longer applies. Unfortunately, it still resides on the review and approval list for either the manager or the contact. 
Icons View
The icons view (Figure 20) contains the icons that are displayed in various parts of the Job Card System. These icons vary from "blue bullets" to the spinning "enter" icon. There is no need to work with this view or these icons. 
Job Card Lookup View
This view was used for development of the system and is not very useful. Job cards can be viewed under the various "views" under "Job Cards".
Other Views
It should be noted that not all views (Figure 21 ) are available when using the Lotus Notes Client. This is because Notes doesn't know who the user is and cannot determine what "My Lab Docs" or "My Job Cards" are. 
The Server Address Book
The Address Book on the server is the most important database in Notes and Domino. It controls the entire operation of the Domino system including: which servers it is linked with, how many clients are in use, what users are listed on the system, etc. There are several sections in the Address Book including: groups, people, servers, etc. Of these, the "people" and "groups" sections are key to the Job Card System.
The "people" section ( Figure 22 ) is where all people whose names will be needed by the Job Card System must be stored. The names are listed in alphabetical order, sorted by last name. Each "person" form contains specific information on the type of user, permissions, Notes Client authentication, etc. For the most part, the people in the Address book are just plain users of the database from a web browser. The "groups" section ( Figure 23 ) is used to place people into organized clusters for access control. By adding a "group" to a database access control list, every person in that group has the same access to the database. This makes it easy to set up access for a new user since they only need to be added to the proper group. 
Adding a New Contact / Analyst
In the Job Card System, a Contact or Analyst must have access to the system which will allow them to add new job cards, modify existing job cards/lab docs, and review/approve the job cards that are completed. These individuals must login to the system from their web browser to let the system know that they are allowed these privilages. Setting up a new Contact/Analyst is done by adding them into the server Address Book in various sections.
Add person to "people" section in Address Book
The new user must first be added into the "people" section. This is done by selecting "add person" from the "people" view in the Address Book. The important fields to enter are shown in Figure 24 . All of the information filled in on the example "Person" form ( Figure 24 ) is used by the Job Card System. The "User name" field is especially critical because it is used to link the login name with the users true name. The short login name MUST be the FIRST name on this list. Other names can reside in the middle, and the full name MUST be the LAST name on the list. After all of this information has been entered, click on the "save" button at the top of the screen followed by "close". If you do not click on "save" first, the person is not added into the Address Book.
The "Person" form is used by the Job Card System to obtain the rest of the information about this person for the pull down menus. Without the organization, phone number, and mailstop, these fields will be left blank on the job cards as they are created and modified. Furthermore, without the username and other fields filled in correctly, the system may not recognize the user and let them work with the system.
Add new contact / analyst to the "Dept" group in the Address Book
With the new person in the "people" section, the new contact must be added to the "Dept XXXX" group in the Address Book. To do this:
1) click on the "groups" view in the address book ( Figure 23 ).
2) Find the department that this person belongs to and double-click on it. (Ex. Dept 1824).
3) Click on the "Edit Group" button at the top. This will open the group form ( Figure 25 ). The new customer is NOT added into the "Login Names" group. This group is reserved for those needing "Add/Update" access to the Job Card System, e.g. Contacts and Analysts. This prevents the customer from being able to add or modify information in the Job Card System.
In the event that the new customer is also a member of one of the department groups, the customers name MUST appear on the customer list EXACTLY as it appears in the LAST name in the User Name field on his person document (See Figure 24) . If it does not, the system will not recognize either the contact or the user. The lack of recognition will cause the contact and customer to have missing information in the organization, mailstop, and phone number fields. This will also cause the system to not recognize the contact later when the review and approval process has started.
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ's) User Questions
Q1. When I enter a job card, the customer is not on the list. What should I do?
A1.
Use "New Customer" as a temporary placeholder for your customer and complete the entry of the job card. Advise your system administrator of the new customer and, once he has been added to the system, you can "Edit" the job card and change "New Customer" to your customer.
Q2.
I've attached a document and now I've discovered that the data is wrong. How can I change the data?
A2. Unfortunately, at this time documents cannot be unattached from a job card. This will be changed in the next revision of the system.
Q3
. I entered a job card and the contact's and/or customer's organization, mailstop, and phone number did not appear. What's wrong?
A3.
One of several things might be wrong. First of all, the job card must be "Submitted" in order for the system to know to add the information. If you already "Submitted" the job card and this information is still not there, contact the system administrator.
Q4.
How do I find the file I wish to attach (use the browse feature).
A4.
Browse uses the same interface as your computer's operating system for finding files.
To find a file, you must know what directory and subdirectory the file is in. Some operating systems are easier than others when it comes to knowing where a file is located. Refer to the help menu on your operating system for details. Hint: using a "Find File" command/program will usually show you the entire directory path to the file you are interested in.
Q5
. When I enter results into a narrative lab doc, I format them so they look nice, but after they are submitted, the formatting is gone on the job card. What's the problem.
A5.
Unfortunately, the formatting of the fields on the job card was not carried from the lab doc. This is being corrected in the next version of the job card system.
Q6.
The results on the job card are not completely what was in the lab doc and contain strange characters. What happened?
A6. When you format the results on the lab doc, the formatting does not carry over to the job card (See Q5). Carriage returns, which are used to format the results, are also used to discriminate between the results. This causes problems with the html program code behind the job card system and causes the results to be shortened and the strange characters to appear.
To fix this problem, edit the lab doc and remove all carriage returns from the results. Resubmit the lab doc and the job card contain all of the data without strange characters. This problem will be corrected in the next revision of the job card system.
Q7.
How do I remove the red "X" next to my work?
A7.
To remove the red "X", edit the lab doc and add a "Renegotiated Date" (this is usually today) and a "New Promise Date" (which is when you expect the work will really be completed). This will remove the red "X" and show the new promise date as the date due.
Printing
Q8. I clicked on "Print" on the job card navigator but the job card didn't print. What went wrong?
A8. Clicking "Print" on the navigator really does not cause the job card to be printed. It creates a print image of the job card without the navigators for a nicer look. Clicking the "Print" button on the Netscape button bar will cause the screen (and therefore the job card) to be printed.
Q9.
How do I remove the navigator bars when printing a job card?
A9. Clicking "Print" on the navigator will remove the navigator and create a nice print image of the job card. However, it will not cause the image to be printed until the Netscape "Print" button is clicked on (See Q4).
Q10. How do I get a job card printed on a single sheet of paper?
A10. The answer is different for Mac's and PC's. For a Mac, go to "File", "Page Setup" and change the "Reduce or Enlarge" percentage to a number smaller than 100% (See Figure 29) . On a PC running Windows 95 or Windows NT, the printer is controlled via the printer properties menu. This is activated by clicking on "Print", then "Properties", selecting the "Advanced" tab, and looking under the "Graphics" section for "Scaling". If "Scaling" is available, then it can be changed to a value less than 100% until the job card prints on a single page. If "Scaling" is not available check with your printer manufacturer to determine if a new printer driver is available with this feature.
System Administration Questions
Q1.
When a job card has been completed (all of the lab doc's are complete), the job card does not appear in the contact's list for approval.
A1.
Several things may be wrong. First, check the "ContactLogin" field on the job card in the "Review and Approvals" view in Notes. If this field is blank (has "") then the contact cannot be recognized by the system. Check the contact's person document to see that the first name in the "User Name" field is their login name and that the last name is their full name.
It is also possible that the customer information is not correct. The customer must have a complete person document in the Address Book and their name in the customer group must correspond to the LAST name in the "User Name" field of that document. This will cause a lack of information in the organization, mailstop, and phone number fields on the job card.
Q2.
The customer and contact names show up correctly on the job card but there is no associated information (mail stop, organization, phone number). How can I fix this?
A2. This is an indication that either the customer and/or the contact has been added incorrectly in the system Address Book If the contact is not new then the likely culprit is the customer. Open the Address Book and check the "Person" document for the customer and the customer group. When the person has been added correctly, all of the information about the person will show up on the job card. (See the appropriate sections above under "The Server Address Book").
If the job card has been completed but needs to be reviewed, simply edit one of the lab docs and submit it. No information needs to be changed, but by resubmitting the lab doc, the review and approval cycle will be restarted and the contact will be notified.
Q3.
How do I delete old review and approval records from the "Review and Approvals" view in the database.
A3
. Using Notes to enter the "Approvals -Lookup" view, find the job card that needs to be deleted using the "Fields" tab in the "Properties" window. The job card number is listed under the field name "JobCardId". Click on each file until the correct job card number is found and then press the "del" key on the keyboard. This will put a blue box next to the file. Press <F9> to "Save" the file in the deleted state and click on "Ok" to actually cause the deletion to occur.
Q4.
How can I add fields to the job cards that I need?
A4. Using a Notes client, the database "design" can be modified. Adding a field requires that the form(s) that are effected are known. Forms can be edited by double clicking on the form. Text is added by typing it in to the form in the appropriate place. Fields are added by using the "Create Field" command from the top menu bar.
CAUTION: Adding fields to a form changes the database since the forms ARE the database. In addition, future upgrades to the database that do not contain these "in house" changes will cause them to be deleted when the database is updated with new features.
For further information on Lotus Notes and Domino programming please consult references 1-3.
